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A selection of annotated references to unclassified reports and journal articles that were introduced into the NASA scientific and technical
information system and announced in Scientific and technical aerospace reports (STAR) and International aerospace abstracts (IAA).
Presents subject review, practice tests, and test-taking tips to help readers pass the high school equivalency test.
A true crime classic of drugs and murder in Denver, Colorado by the New York Times bestselling author of Smooth Talker—with a new forward
and epilogue. Early one morning in May 1997, a young couple spotted a man dragging a body up a secluded trail in the mountains of
Colorado. Then the man fled, leaving behind a bloody, dying woman. The resulting investigation lead from that idyllic spot to the criminal
underbelly of Denver: a world of prostitution, drugs, and violence. Rough Trade recounts that investigation, and tells the story of three
tragically damaged individuals: the victim, a young street walker named Anita Paley, the suspect, a drug dealer named Robert Riggan, and
Anita’s friend, Joanne Cordova, a former cop-turned-crack addict and hooker. In the past, Cordova had submitted to violent sex with Riggan
in exchange for drugs. But when Anita was murdered, Joanne decided to risk her own life by going to her former colleagues on the police
department to tell them what she knew. Raised in his own private hell, Cordova endured rape, incest, and extreme abuse to become a violent
sexual predator. Cordova, meanwhile, summoned the courage to testify against the man she believed killed her friend—and find her own
redemption in the process.
Vols. 65-96 include "Central law journal's international law list."
"Cracked Shell Whole Yolk" is a collection of life events from the mind of a woman who survives domestic violence. Margo Viola escapes her
abuser through the only avenue available "Death." After cheating death herself, she in turn had crossed the line and committed the sin of
having another person's life taken. Cracked Shell Whole Yolk depicts the trials and tribulations of Margo's entire life path, coupled with her
overwhelming desire to make right what she had wronged. Margo shows an innate ability to overcome adversity. Margo's life story proves
that there are desperate changes needed in our Judicial System to narrow the brood spectrum of disparity, while handling Domestic Violence
cases. Margo uses her bitter life experience as a tool for self-betterement and a guide to help others. She displays how one woman picked up
her life, with heightened clarity and determination. Her strives marked the truth by living proof, of how one individual can make a difference.
Margo's Memoir prompts society to take a cold hard look at the true dynamics of Domestic Violence, and how it plagues our community, thus
erodes our family core. Cracked Shell/Whole Yolk is a thrilling adventure of a woman's life that soars at each turn of the page. Her experience
touches all of us as a collective whole. Margo truly emerges from a "Cracked Shell" into a fully rounded "Whole Yolk"!
Profiles careers that do not require a four-year degree, giving a general description of the job or career field, educational requirements, salary
statistics, work environment, future outlook for the field, and sources for more information.
Constituting one in twelve of adult Americans, GED certificate holders comprise a major pool of underdeveloped human capital in our society.
They are a resource that will be sorely needed as “boomers” reach retirement and the traditional pipeline of 17 – 23 year olds falls short of
filling our growing workforce needs. Although these nontraditional students can potentially meet our future workforce demands, and although
half of them enter post-secondary education, half of those who do so drop out of college for lack of basic support systems – often at the very
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same institutions that provided programs of retention while they were earning their GED and completing basic Adult Education classes. Yet
national data collected by the National Center for Educational Statistics reveals that GED certificate holders who persist to their second year
of community college studies accumulate grade point averages equal to high school graduates, refuting widely held beliefs that GED earners
are not capable of rigorous academic work. This is the first book to remedy the dearth of data on this forgotten population, to present original
research on these students, describing their characteristics and motivations, and to provide proven models for identifying, retaining and
graduating this under-counted and underestimated cohort. It addresses the issue of the pipeline from GED centers to postsecondary
education, and includes first-person narratives that offer vivid insights into GED earners’ resilience and needs. As this book reveals, more
than 40 percent of community colleges responding to a 2010 ACT survey have no one responsible for coordinating retention efforts; and
more than half have no goals for first-year student retention; and estimates that community colleges are cumulatively foregoing over $1.5
billion in revenues as the result of failing to retain their GED populations. This book is a comprehensive resource for college administrators,
and for educational policy makers and researchers, offering both broad policy recommendations and tested ideas and models that can be
implemented at the state and institutional level.

Special edition of the Federal Register, containing a codification of documents of general applicability and future effect ...
with ancillaries.
Women, Crime, and Justice: Balancing the Scales presents a comprehensive analysis of the role of women in the
criminal justice system, providing important new insight to their position as offenders, victims, and practitioners. Draws on
global feminist perspectives on female offending and victimization from around the world Covers topics including criminal
law, case processing, domestic violence, gay/lesbian and transgendered prisoners, cyberbullying, offender re-entry, and
sex trafficking Explores issues professional women face in the criminal justice workplace, such as police culture, judicial
decision-making, working in corrections facilities, and more Includes international case examples throughout, using
numerous topical examples and personal narratives to stimulate students’ critical thinking and active engagement
Objective, comprehensive, and up-to-date, the eleventh edition of best-selling COMMUNITY-BASED CORRECTIONS
provides an excellent introduction to the theory, procedures, evidence-based practices, and personnel involved in
community-based corrections. Students learn about the supervision techniques and treatment programs that constitute
alternatives to incarceration, and which are designed to meet the level of risk and needs of each individual. These include
probation, parole, electronic monitoring, house arrest, residential facilities, restitution, fines, and other options. Coverage
of theories related to community correctional goals includes discussion of specific deterrence; rehabilitation through risk,
needs, and responsivity; and restorative justice. Input from professionals in the field gives students invaluable insight into
real-world practice. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not
be available in the ebook version.
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First Published in 2004. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
Meaningful interaction between teachers and students is crucial to any educational environment, and particularly so in
intercultural settings. When educators take steps to incorporate culturally responsive teaching into their classrooms,
student learning is enriched and improved. The Handbook of Research on Effective Communication in Culturally Diverse
Classrooms focuses on the significance of cultural sensitivity toward diverse students and the importance of
communication to increase the overall educational experience. Highlighting key concepts relating to curriculum design,
teaching models, and critical pedagogies in transcultural classrooms, this book is a pivotal reference source for teachers,
teacher educators, and researchers interested in the impact of intercultural communication in learning environments.
Not the Whole Story is a compilation of sixteen stories narrated by single mothers in their own way and about their own
lives. Each story is unique, but the same issues appear again and again. Abuse, parenting as single mothers, challenges
in the labour market, mental health and addictions issues, a scarcity of quality childcare, immigration and status
vulnerability, struggles with custody, and poverty—these factors, combined with a lack of support, contribute to their
continued struggles. The themes that recur across stories illustrate that the issues the women face are not just about
individual struggle; they demonstrate that major issues in Canada’s social system have been neglected in public policy.
In order for these issues to be addressed we need to challenge the flawed public policies and the negative discourse that
continue to marginalize single mothers—in terms of the opportunities in their own lives and in terms of how they are
understood by other Canadians. The first-person narratives of the struggles and issues faced by low-income single
mothers provide narrative richness and are augmented by introductory and concluding chapters that draw the narrative
themes together and offer overarching discussion and analysis.
Social media and digital tools permeate the everyday lives of young people. In the early stages of commentary about the
impact of the digital age on civic life, debates revolved around whether the Internet enhanced or discouraged civic and
political action. Since then we have seen new media move to center stage in politics and activismfrom the 2008 US
election to the 2011 Arab Spring to the Occupy movement. We have also seen new patterns in how different subgroups
make use of digital media. These developments have pushed people to move beyond questions about whether new
media are good or bad for civic life, to ask instead: how, under what conditions, and for whom, do new digital tools
become resources for political critique and action by the young? This book will provide a platform for a new wave of
scholarship about young people’s political participation in the digital age. We define “youth” or “young people” as
roughly between the ages of 12 and 25. We include perspectives from political science, education, cultural studies,
learning sciences, and youth development. We draw on the framework developed by the MacArthur Research Network
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on Youth and Participatory Politics (Cohen, Kahne, Bowyer, Middaugh, & Rogowski, 2012), which defines participatory
politics as, “interactive, peerbased acts through which individuals and groups seek to exert both voice and influence on
issues of public concern.”
This book explores the economic evidence for the settlement at Bornais on South Uist. It reports in detail on the large
assemblages of material found during the excavations at mounds 2 and 2A. There is important evidence for craft activity, such as
bone and antler working and this includes the only comb making workshop from a rural settlement in Britain. A large proportion of
the copper alloy, bone and antler assemblages comprise pieces of personal adornment and provide important information on the
dress and thereby social relations within the settlement occupation. There is a large assemblage of iron tools and fittings, which
provides important information on the activities taking place at the settlement. The information derived from the artefact
assemblages is complemented by that provided by the ecofactual material. Large amounts of animal, fish and bird bones plus
carbonised plant remains provide detailed information on agricultural practices, and the processing, preparation and consumption
of foodstuffs. It is clear that the Norse inhabitants of the settlement had access to a much richer variety of resources than had
been exploited before the Viking colonisation of the region. The settlement also had a significantly wider range of connections;
material culture indicates contacts to the south with the Irish Sea ports and Bristol, and to the north with Shetland and the Viking
homelands of Norway. The evidence produced by these excavations is exceptional and provides an unparalleled opportunity to
explore medieval life in the Scandinavian kingdoms of Western Britain.
Bellebrook: a place where jealousy, blackmail and lust entwine like ivy creeping through its ancient oaks, with compassion, love
and trust. Alistair Burgoyne, QC and owner of the village manor, assumes he is untouchable, until his family are tousled by Trudy
Hampstead, a young girl with more kick and spirit than a lethal cocktail, who proves to be even more toxic than he his. The
residents of Bellebrook all have their own agenda, there’s Matt Lovestock, a local farmer, with an unsuitable ‘townie’ wife, who
also has reason to score even with the Burgoynes, his revenge knows no bounds. Lizzie Hampstead, a widow and mother to
twins, just wants a quiet life, no such luck… and just what is it about Peter Winrow, the rather insipid, quivering, nervous wreck of a
curate? How will it all pan out? Will the good people of Bellebrook get their own way? Some may, some may not, others certainly
get what they deserve.
Although halfway houses have been touted for years as affirmative rehabilitation locations that ready women for life in the outside
world, in this remarkable case study Gail Caputo shows how these places reinforce patterns of control and abuse that reaffirm the
dependency and victimization of the inmates. Based on observations made while living and working alongside women at a halfway
house within the prison system in a city in the Northeast, Caputo's analysis is anchored in the words and experiences of over a
dozen women. Organized according to the progression of "levels" residents traverse during their time in the house, and the rules
and behaviors associated with each level, Caputo offers a riveting look at what passes for "rehabilitation" and "reintegration" in
such places, and delineates the many ways these women retain agency by resisting regulations designed to keep them in their
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place.
Presents subject review, full-length practice tests with answer explanations, and test-taking strategies to help readers prepare for
and score higher on the high school equivalency test.
Defend against today's most devious attacks Fully revised to include cutting-edge new tools for your security arsenal, Anti-Hacker
Tool Kit, Fourth Edition reveals how to protect your network from a wide range of nefarious exploits. You'll get detailed
explanations of each tool’s function along with best practices for configuration and implementation illustrated by code samples
and up-to-date, real-world case studies. This new edition includes references to short videos that demonstrate several of the tools
in action. Organized by category, this practical guide makes it easy to quickly find the solution you need to safeguard your system
from the latest, most devastating hacks. Demonstrates how to configure and use these and other essential tools: Virtual machines
and emulators: Oracle VirtualBox, VMware Player, VirtualPC, Parallels, and open-source options Vulnerability scanners:
OpenVAS, Metasploit File system monitors: AIDE, Samhain, Tripwire Windows auditing tools: Nbtstat, Cain, MBSA, PsTools
Command-line networking tools: Netcat, Cryptcat, Ncat, Socat Port forwarders and redirectors: SSH, Datapipe, FPipe, WinRelay
Port scanners: Nmap, THC-Amap Network sniffers and injectors: WinDump, Wireshark, ettercap, hping, kismet, aircrack, snort
Network defenses: firewalls, packet filters, and intrusion detection systems War dialers: ToneLoc, THC-Scan, WarVOX Web
application hacking utilities: Nikto, HTTP utilities, ZAP, Sqlmap Password cracking and brute-force tools: John the Ripper,
L0phtCrack, HashCat, pwdump, THC-Hydra Forensic utilities: dd, Sleuth Kit, Autopsy, Security Onion Privacy tools: Ghostery, Tor,
GnuPG, Truecrypt, Pidgin-OTR
This book provides an up-to-date knowledge on theory and experimental results of rate-dependent fracture processes in metallic
materials. The objective is to expose the current status of a growing branch of fracture mechanics called generally "Dynamic
Fracture". Crack dynamics takes into account not only the effects of inertia but also rate sensitivity of a material under
consideration. This volume has been prepared by four leading authorities in fracture dynamics: D.R. Curran, J.F. Kalthoff, J.R.
Klepaczko and F. Nilsson. A broad range of problem is covered: dynamic fracture theory, application of dynamic fracture
mechanics, dynamic crack inition and microstatistical fracture mechanics in dynamic fracture. The book in its present format may
serve as a text supplement in lecturing on fracture mechanics. On the other hand, it may serve as an instructional aid in
engineering of fracture prevention.
The December, 2014 issue edited by Christopher T Garry features 160 pages of never before seen stories from ten new authors,
creating narratives that are variously dark, cynical, inspiring, violent and longing. Black Denim Lit is a monthly journal of fiction
available on the web and eReaders. “Cataclysm” by Madeline Popelka (The death of a cat brings about the end of the world);
“The Things We Hide” by Clarissa N G (Yuen deals with a haunting while mourning); “Return To Waypoint 5” by Josh Roseman
(Kage seeks dangerous answers about family and connections at an old space port); “Bit by Bit” by Cheryl McAlister (An unlikely
pairing highlights the need for connection); “The Patchwork Girl” by Zack Miller (A post-pandemic world doesn't change needs of
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a girl missing a family); “Searching” by Lisa Shapter (Three men decide the fate of a lost corpsman); “Establishment” by Ken
Poyner (The local watering hole isn't just for the bone and protein crowd); “The Degenerate” by Joe Christopher (A young working
man finds an unlikely reason to change direction); “Maybe This’ll Be the One That Finally Gets Me” by Ben Spies (A veteran
recounts his experience in the gulf coast disaster); “Gathering Gold” by Julie Reeser (Mae deals with loss of her mother and
transition to a new life) This draws from fantasy, crime, science fiction and straight drama for our selections. Such genre variety is
brought together under the common thread of rich characterization. In all the stories this month, these are human beings at odds.
Whether facing a gun, an alien, the choice to live or to die or the vastness of space, each of these players respond from a very
deep place of truth. And regardless of which genre can be applied, the authors have surprises in store.
Provides advice for individuals with two months, one month, or one week to prepare for the GED test on how to study and offers a diagnostic
text, reviews of the five subject areas, a practice test in each area, and tips on reading comprehension.
These Proceedings provide a general overview as well as detailed information on the developing field of reliability and safety of technical
processes in automatically controlled processes. The plenary papers present the state-of-the-art and an overview in the areas of aircraft and
nuclear power stations, because these safety-critical system domains possess the most highly developed fault management and supervision
schemes. Additional plenary papers covered the recent developments in analytical redundancy. In total there are 95 papers presented in
these Proceedings.
Current and relevant to today's students, SOCIOLOGY IN OUR TIMES: THE ESSENTIALS, 11th Edition presents the latest available data
and new insights on behaviors, beliefs, issues, and trends in our nation and world from a sociological perspective. The new edition of this
bestselling text emphasizes the themes of social change, the effects of social media on communication, and the intertwining nature of politics
and social policy in the United States and worldwide. Students contemplate such issues as gun control, prevention of military suicides,
environmental activism, and whether employers should be allowed to spy on their employees. New You Can Make a Difference boxes help
students learn how to become involved in their communities and the world through such projects as campus kitchens and global networking
to fight hunger. First-person accounts of individuals' lived experiences draw students into each chapter by illuminating topics that reflect the
text's primary themes. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in
the ebook version.
THIS BOOK HAS BEEN FORMATTED IN THE RUBIX READ FORMAT. THE RUBIX READ PROVIDES MULTIPLE BEGINNINGS TO ONE
ENDING WITHOUT CONFUSION. YOU WILL BE ABLE TO READ THEN FLIP THIS BOOK FROM FRONT COVER(START OF LISA'S
BIOGRAPHY) TO THE BACK COVER(START OF DEONTE'S BIOGRAPHY). TWO WELL COMPOSED AUTOBIOGRAPHIES LEADING TO
THE TRUE LOVE STORY IN THE CENTER OF THE BOOK. BOTH STORIES WERE DIFFICULT TO TELL CONSIDERING TO PAIN AND
MENTAL STRUGGLE TIED TO THE LIVES OF THE AUTHORS. COMPARE THE BACKGROUNDS OF THESE YOUNG AUTHORS AND
FIND YOUR OWN EMOTIONAL BOND. WHY IS THE INTERSTATE IMPORTANT? WHAT DOES IT MEAN TO YOU? HIGHWAY PATROL,
FAMILY VACATIONS, BUSINESS TRIPS, EVERYDAY COMMUTE, ROADKILL, THE SCENERY, CAR ACCIDENTS, AAA, SEATBELTS,
DRUG TRAFFIC, ETC... EVERY VEHICLE ON THE INTERSTATE HAS ITS OWN STORY TO TELL. I-75, I GUESS, AT A BIRDS EYE
VIEW LOOKS LIKE AN ADVANCE ANT FARM. IT HAS ALL THOSE DIFFERENT AGENDAS CO-EXISTING. A RIPPLE CAN BE DUE TO
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WEATHER, A DRIVER UNDER THE INFLUENCE OR SHORT A FEW HOURS OF SLEEP, CONSTRUCTION, SO FORTH AND SO ON.
WHO KNOWS WHEN THEIR JOURNEY WILL BE OVER? LIFE DOESN'T COME WITH A NAVIGATOR HELPING YOU TO YOUR
DESTINATION WITH THE LUXURIES OF AVOIDING DETOURS, TRAFFIC JAMS, COLLISION, ROAD RAGE AND VITAL CHAIN
REACTION. THE INTERSTATE NEVER TURNS OFF AND NO MATTER WHERE YOU GO YOUR SHADOW FOLLOWS. WHO WANTS TO
LOOK BACK AT UGLY SHADOWS WHEN YOU HAVE THE FREEDOM TO KEEP GOING? WOULD YOU LOOK IN THE MIRROR IF YOU
KNEW THE DEVIL WAS BEHIND YOU? SOME WOULD LOOK OUT OF CURIOSITY VERSUS BEING STARTLED OR CAUGHT OFF
GUARD. BUT THE CIRCUMSTANCES DOESN'T HOLD WEIGHT TO THE WILL POWER YOU'RE GOING TO NEED TO TAKE YOUR
EYES OFF OF HIM. FORGETTING WHO WAS IN THE CAR FOR THE ENTIRE RIDE...
She was a brilliant young scientist with information locked in her head that could overturn the powers that be. He was an aristocrat from a
foreign land whose heart had grown cold from years of meeting women with an agenda. Their love would take time to form, but would one
day burn brighter than a thousand stars. But after the flames of infatuation burned out, what would pull a rocket scientist and an oil baron
together?
This is a true story of my encounter with the depths of drug and alcohol addiction. The highlight of my addiction was crack cocaine. This story
depicts the finale of the high having moved from my hometown in Seattle to San Francisco, California. The kinds of people, the struggle
affording such an addiction, and the sexual, mental, and medical problems that plagued me throughout the addiction along with the horrible
loss of hygiene care, which also accounts for lost self-esteem, and all that I encountered leading me to finally give it my all in quitting--with no
threats of ever going back to a world I knew I had not only lost very early in the addiction process but also now hate.
Take a journey through a life being put to death. Ride along with a serial killer as he tells all. Come inside and explore the darker side of your
soul. As you ride along with beauty and brutality, love and lust, undying friendship and the art of death itself. You will have to come inside to
find out for yourself. One thing is for sure, once you walk in his shoes, you will never be the same again.

This set covers all aspects of international hip hop as expressed through music, art, fashion, dance, and political activity.
• Includes contributors from a range of fields, including musicology, theater, and anthropology, giving readers a broad
perspective on the genre • Covers hip hop in virtually every country, including countries with severely restricted hip hop
activity • Contains comprehensive lists of record labels, films, editor-recommended videos, and more • Shows the
influence hip hop has on many aspects of life, such as politics, fashion, dance, and art
GED Test For DummiesJohn Wiley & Sons
Learn about the latest federally supported research on ethnicity and drug use The National Institute on Drug Abuse has
supported professional research into variation among ethnic groups’ use, abuse, and recovery from alcohol, tobacco,
and other drugs, as well as research into perceptions of and readiness for treatment. 21st Century Research on Drugs
and Ethnicity: Studies Supported by the National Institute on Drug Abuse takes a detailed look at the research performed
in the last three years to help provide evidence-based and culturally competent counseling and treatment for individuals
suffering from substance abuse/addiction syndromes. Top
researchers discuss crucial unique issues in ethnic group use
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of psychoactive substances. This valuable resource explores the studies to better enable treatment, counseling, and
prevention personnel who work in treatment programs, community groups, and schools to provide effective evidencebased practices tailored to the population they serve. 21st Century Research on Drugs and Ethnicity: Studies Supported
by the National Institute on Drug Abuse presents prominent researchers such as J. Scott Tonigan, William Miller, and
Mario de la Rosa who reveal and discuss the latest important data. This volume can be used by practitioners to increase
the rates of individuals making healthy choices, or recovering from and sustaining recovery from abuse syndromes. The
book also includes an introduction by Lula Beatty, PhD, Chief of the Special Populations Office at the National Institute
on Drug Abuse. Topics discussed in 21st Century Research on Drugs and Ethnicity: Studies Supported by the National
Institute on Drug Abuse include: a comparison of professional models of treatment readiness analysis of how client
culture matches treatment culture Native American client response to modern treatment modalities research on current
rates of drug use among racial/ethnic groups at colleges study into injecting drug use behaviors problems of treatment
underutilization by Latinos/Latinas and much more! 21st Century Research on Drugs and Ethnicity: Studies Supported by
the National Institute on Drug Abuse is a valuable resource for human service workers, psychologists, social workers,
addictions researchers, educators, trainers, treatment personnel, and graduate students in counseling, social work,
health, and addictions.
This publication, Keys to Soil Taxonomy, Twelfth Edition, 2014, coincides with the 20th World Congress of Soil Science,
to be held on Jeju Island, Korea in June 2014. The Keys to Soil Taxonomy serves two purposes. It provides the
taxonomic keys necessary for the classification of soils in a form that can be used easily in the field. It also acquaints
users of soil taxonomy with recent changes in the classification system. The twelfth edition of the Keys to Soil Taxonomy
incorporates all changes approved since the publication in 1999 of the second edition of Soil Taxonomy: A Basic System
of Soil Classification for Making and Interpreting Soil Surveys. The authors of the Keys to Soil Taxonomy are identified as
the ?Soil Survey Staff.? This term is meant to include all of the soil classifiers in the National Cooperative Soil Survey
program and in the international community who have made significant contributions to the improvement of the
taxonomic system.
ANGEL FIRE My name is Darcy Anderson, and I am cursed with a dark power: Whenever my life is in danger, something
inside me summons elemental fire to protect me. I cannot control this. One night, I was attacked in my home. The fire ... it
raged out of control. I survived the inferno, but my house burned to the ground - with my parents inside. I was at a loss to
explain to the courts what happened, and so they sent me to prison for ten years for manslaughter. Now I'm out on
parole, and all I want is to return to my home town and rebuild my life; but the man who attacked me is back to finish the
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job he started. I can sense the power in me growing. If I can't control it, it will control me and destroy everything - and
everyone - I love. _____ ANGEL'S BREATH My name is Richard Riley. All I ever wanted was to lead a normal life. When
I was younger, I made some bad choices that ended with me in prison. I served my time, and now I am trying to put my
life back together. But someone has framed me for a crime I didn't commit. They want me dead, and they're willing to kill
my friends and family to get to me. Even as I try to save the people I love, a dark and ancient power grows inside me. I
can feel its anger rising. If it gets away from me, it will rip everything in my life apart. _____ EARTH ANGEL My name is
Kyle Chase. I had a bright future as a heart surgeon until an accident brought my world crumbling down. Just as I started
to get my life back together, I stumbled onto a conspiracy that began thousands of years ago; a secret my family tried to
keep hidden from me. Now, the conspirators want me out of the picture. They will stop at nothing to silence me. As I try to
uncover my ages-old legacy, I release a dark power that threatens to destroy everyone I love. _____ ANGEL TEARS My
name is Serena Rogers. After escaping from a juvenile detention center, all I wanted was to get as far away from home
as I could and never look back. Everything changed when I uncovered the dark secret that's been haunting my family
since before I was born. I am not who I thought I was. When I encounter an army of revolutionaries, I am faced with an
impossible choice: fight them and risk the lives of everyone I love, or join them and lose my soul. _____ ANGEL OF
DARKNESS My name is Frank. I joined the police force to make a difference, but from the first day on the job, everything
I've done has made life worse for everyone around me. For twenty-five years, I searched for meaning, to make sense of
my life, but I never found any answers. Just when I decide to turn my back on my life's work, I uncover a conspiracy more
sinister than anything I ever imagined. As I investigate, I realize that even if I stop the conspirators, the blood of innocents
will be on my hands: thousands will die. If I don't stop them, all of mankind will suffer an age of darkness...
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